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Agenda
uIntroduction

uLearn about Cultural 
Intelligence

uUnderstand CQ and 
Education

uFour Pillars for 
Understanding 
Cultural Diversity

uDiscussion



uCultural Intelligence: 
The ability to thrive in 
the workplace. 

uSuccessfully navigating 
cross–cultural 
experiences is 
imperative for 
everyone!





u“There is little 
hope that we can 
develop skills to 
work effectively 
across cultures if 
we don’t first have 
an awareness of 
how culture shapes 
our own thinking 
and behavior.”



Be Familiar With The Terms
uEquity

Equality

uSocial justice
Emotional Intelligence

uEthnic groups
Diversity

uCultural intelligence

uCulturally responsive 
practices

uInclusion

uRacism



Our challenge: 
How do we enhance INCLUSION 

without changing US history?
• Even before this 

summer’s protests, 
there was an urgent 
movement underway to 
include more people’s 
experiences in America’s 
stories, enhance 
information and reclaim 
history to be more 
inclusive. 



4 Pillars For 
Understanding 
Cultural 
Diversity

1. DRIVER - Acknowledges and 
demonstrates awareness and appreciation 
for different students, parents, cultures, 
preferences and backgrounds.

2. KNOWLEDGE - Seeks understanding to 
work effectively with others, regardless of 
culture, race, age, gender, disability, 
religion, socio-economic status, political 
perspective, and points of view.

3. STRATEGY - Creates strategies, 
individually and organizationally, to 
nurture and continually foster an 
environment of inclusion.

4. ACTION - Creates intentional collaborative 
action.



The Core of Culture Change
uMindsets

uBehaviors

uHabits/Culture

uResults

ResultsHabits/CultureBehaviorsMindset



Driver
uHow do you define 

academic success for 
every student? 

uHow does your school 
evaluate curriculum 
materials for 
dominant cultural 
narrative? 



Knowledge

How have community 
organizations partnered with 
the school to forward the 
cultural inclusive goal(s)?

Has this led your high school(s)  
or colleges to create new 
courses to meet the demand for 
understanding diverse needs?

How do you use local news from 
your community on this 
subject? 



Strategy

How have you tied professional 
development with culturally 
diversity?

How has your school’s strategic plan 
reflected culturally diverse materials 
throughout K-12?

Some schools are conducting an 
equity audit on materials. Is this on 
your planning agenda? 

How will a decision about culturally 
response materials make an impact 
on the student’s ,families and the  
school community?

A top priority for all 
school administrators 

is managing school 
operations and 

resources to ensure 
there is equitable 

access for all!



Action
To be competitive in education today, we 
need to ensure all students have
equitable access and achievement 
of rigorous, career-ready standards 
using materials based on factual  
information, while providing a 

nonbiased perspective.   



Reliable, 
Vetted & 
Safe 
Primary 
Sources

OUR LATEST RELEASE –
Black Life in America 

u 19,000 global newspapers from 
1704-today, including over 400 
African American newspapers

u Updated DAILY
u News as it is written – not taking 

positions, no agendas
u Original historical record
u Access World News and American 

Historical Newspapers



- Tom Burton, Superintendent, 
Princeton City School District, 

Ohio (9/16/2020)

“We won’t buy ANYTHING 
that doesn’t help us address 

our social/cultural equity 
challenges” 

What Leaders In 
Education Are Saying



Thank you!

Questions?
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